Amazing Aquarium Research Project

Now that we’ve decided that we are going to be hosting a figure 8 puffer fish, we need to do a bit of research in order to get our aquarium started. Answer the questions below to help us figure out what we need to make our aquarium a happy healthy place for our new fish!

What do figure eight puffer fish eat?

What does it’s natural habitat look like?

Can a figure eight puffer fish have any tank mates?

What type of water does a figure eight puffer fish need? ie) How much salt does a 20 gallon tank need to have and can we put salt water to start our tank if we add Danios to get the water circulated?

How long does our tank need to circulate?

Can we add any plant life to our aquarium? If so what types of plants could we get to add to the aquarium?

How do we set up a new tank for a figure eight puffer fish?

What should we put to layer the bottom of the tank?

What type of ornaments should we get for our tank, if any? What would the puffer fish like?

How do we properly assemble our Marineland aquarium kit?

Any other questions you might have?